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On a shattered Waikiki two princes risk humanity's future for Keiko Yakamoto's love. Who will she
choose - or kill?

Centuries of ruinous war have left Earth little more than a dusty tourist world within the star-flung
Commonwealth she founded. Now, amid the ruins of a post-apocalyptic Hawaii, Jezekiah Van Buren has
found a way to restore Earth - Home World to the other worlds of the Commonwealth - to her lost glory.

The most ingenious prince even the genetically-enhanced, Great Family Van Buren has ever produced,
Jezekiah has achieved the impossible: a treaty with the human polymorphs called Lupans, that will convert
these ancient enemies to Earth's most powerful allies. The treaty will not only make Earth rich again, but it
will enable Jezekiah to escape the Ring that marks him as Earth's next ruler. Then he'll be free: free to create
his own future, and free to marry Keiko Yakamoto, the warrior-trained woman he loves.

Assuming he can convince his xenophobic sister to accept the Lupan's alpha warlord in marriage before the
assassin she's put on his tail succeeds in killing him.

Assuming he can thwart another deadly uprising by the interstellar criminal organization called Ho Tong.
And before his ruling relatives on competing worlds manage to execute him for treason.

Jezekiah manages to stay one step ahead of his foes, until his Lupan warlord-partner reaches Earth. And
these two most powerful men suddenly find themselves in love with the same woman. A woman who just
may be the most deadly assassin of them all.
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From reader reviews:

Ethel Ellis:

The event that you get from Home World will be the more deep you rooting the information that hide inside
the words the more you get serious about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise but
Home World giving you buzz feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in selected way that
can be understood through anyone who read this because the author of this guide is well-known enough. This
specific book also makes your vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to understand then can go along
with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having this particular Home World
instantly.

Amy Petersen:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind skill or
thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book when compared with
can satisfy your short period of time to read it because this all time you only find reserve that need more time
to be learn. Home World can be your answer since it can be read by an individual who have those short extra
time problems.

Lois Bottoms:

Is it anyone who having spare time then spend it whole day through watching television programs or just
laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Home World can be the solution, oh how comes? The
new book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your time by reading in this new era is common
not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Betty Brown:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-book
means, more simple and reachable. That Home World can give you a lot of close friends because by you
taking a look at this one book you have point that they don't and make anyone more like an interesting
person. This book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that might be
your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than various other make you to be great men and women.
So , why hesitate? We should have Home World.
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